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Abstract. Security in long-living information systems requires an on-going
and systematic evolution of knowledge and software for its protection. We
present work towards developing techniques, tools, and processes that
support security requirements and design analysis techniques for evolv-
ing information systems in order to ensure "lifelong" compliance to se-
curity requirements. We build on the security requirements & design ap-
proach SecReq developed in previous joint work. As a core feature, this
approach supports reusing security engineering experience gained dur-
ing the development of security-critical software and feeding it back into
the development process. We develop heuristic tools and techniques that
support elicitation of relevant changes in the environment. Findings will be
formalized for semi-automatic security updates. During the evolution of a
long-living information system, changes in the environment will be mon-
itored and translated to adaptations that preserve or restore its security
level.

1 Introduction

Information systems are exposed to constantly changing environments which
require constant updating. Software "ages" not by wearing out, but by failing to
keep up-to-date with its environment. Security is an increasingly important qual-
ity aspect in modern information systems. At the same time, it is particularly af-
fected by the above-mentioned risk of "software ageing". When an information
system handles assets of a company or an organization, any security loophole
can be exploited by attackers. Advances in knowledge and technology of attack-
ers are part of the above-mentioned environment of a security-relevant informa-
tion system. Outdated security precautions can, therefore, permit sudden and
substantial losses. Security in long-living information systems, thus, requires
an on-going and systematic evolution of knowledge and software for its protec-
tion. Our objective is to develop techniques, tools, and processes that support
security requirements and design analysis techniques for evolving information
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systems in order to ensure "lifelong" compliance to security requirements. We
will build on the security requirements & design approach SecReq developed
in previous joint work. As a core feature, this approach supports reusing secu-
rity engineering experience gained during the development of security-critical
software and feeding it back into the development process. We will develop
heuristic tools and techniques that support elicitation of relevant changes in the
environment. Findings will be formalized for semi-automatic security updates.
During the evolution of a long-living information system, changes in the environ-
ment will be monitored and translated to adaptations that preserve or restore
its security level.

There are several research challenges for our vision of co-evolving knowl-
edge and software models. These challenges are driven by foreseeable changes
in the environment of a security-relevant information system: New regulations
require compliance; the source of new regulations (standards organizations,
law-makers, interest groups etc.) are usually well-known. Moreover, failures will
be detected in the construction (i.e. models or code) of the information system
itself. When it comes to new or changing technologies and knowledge, it is more
difficult to anticipate where those changes might originate. For example, faster
computers can make it easier to decode simplistic encodings. New approaches
like rainbow tables [Oec03] can compromise password encoding schemes that
were considered sufficient before. A rainbow table is a precomputed table for
reversing cryptographic hash functions. This technique, published in 2003, is
used for cracking password hashes and has be successfully applied to various
systems. Challenge 1 is the elicitation and management of such knowledge
sources.

When knowledge sources are identified, information on new knowledge and
its potential impact on security must be elicited. This analysis needs to reach
a level of detail that allows conceiving counter-measurements and updating
of models during co-evolution. Challenge 2 addresses both technical and hu-
man aspects. Knowledge acquisition in general is a difficult and often time-
consuming endeavor [NT95]. In this context, identifying relevant bearers of
knowledge and getting the security-relevant fraction of their new insights will
not be achieved by classical interviews or questionnaires: On the one hand, new
techniques are required to make implicit findings and tacit knowledge explicit –
without requiring a lot of additional effort. This is a well-known precondition for
collaboration of knowledgeable experts in a knowledge or experience-sharing
initiative [Sch09b]. On the other hand, resulting UMLsec models are supposed
to be formal enough for deriving code. Raw input from elicitation must be turned
into UMLsec models. Since changes in the environment are the reason for up-
dating an information system, an environment model should play an interme-
diary role. Incoming information on changes need to be represented in that
model. On the back-end, represented changes trigger respective changes in
the software models and their security aspects by means of co-evolution. In
addition to this conceptual and technical challenge, the knowledge in the en-



vironment model, requirements, and UMLsec models must be maintained and
managed.

The ultimate goal is to preserve the security of an information system by
adapting software models through the use of external and internal knowledge
sources.

2 The SecReq Approach

There is a significant amount of research in security-enhanced UML model-
ing [JW01,Jür01,Jür05,JS07a,HJ08,JSB08,WPP+09] and related foundations
[Jür00,Jür02]. These models provide the opportunity to tag UML models with
specific markers. As a consequence, security-related properties at these mark-
ers can be demonstrated or monitored automatically. Further previous work
includes requirements engineering for evolving systems [BDLS06,SMP+10],
[Sch11], in particular in the early phases of requirements elicitation and analysis
[Sch96,KSS09,BSK10]. Information flow in software projects was investigated
[Sch04,SL05], [Sch07,Sch08a], and applied in industry [SSLF07]. A graphical
modeling notation to capture, improve, and even for designing new information
flows was developed [SSK08].

In previous work, the research groups of the two authors have collaborated
with the goal of identifying security-related requirements and statements very
early during the general requirements elicitation process. Heuristic elicitation
techniques were coupled with UMLsec, which supports the construction of se-
cure systems [HIK+10,KHS+11,SKH+12].

Overview. In principle, vague and informal input from various stakeholders
(left) was elicited and filtered by the heuristic requirements assistant (HeRA)
during the elicitation activity. Fig. 1 shows the flow of information from stakehold-
ers through two activities (requirements elicitation and construction) to a secure
system. The figure shows how project-specific information flows from require-
ments elicitation to construct system, while experience flows back to improve
the elicitation activity. Resulting requirements were documented (center) and
had been improved by identifying and discussing potentially security-relevant
statements. This increased awareness for security made them better suited for
tagging in UMLsec models (right), and finally secure systems. As stated above,
UMLsec models are the interface of our work to the work of many other re-
searchers; implementation of a secure system is beyond our scope.

Our collaboration was inspired by the vision of establishing a feedback loop
from construction to elicitation. The gray arrow on top of Fig. 1 indicates how
insights and experience were used in subsequent elicitation activities during
subsequent projects. This principal structure has been instantiated and sub-
stantially refined since then.

UMLsec. Although several approaches for model-based secure software en-
gineering exist, few of these include automated tools for formally verifying the
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Fig. 1. Overview of information flows in our SecReq approach.

models against the security requirements. In this project, we focus on one such
approach (based on the UML extension UMLsec [Jür05]) that does offer au-
tomated tools to verify UML models against security requirements, because
giving such tools to practitioners in industry significantly improves the practical
impact of the scientific results that will be achieved. The UMLsec tool [JS07b]
supports the analysis of the security aspects expressed in the security exten-
sion UMLsec [Jür05] of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The tool mainly
focuses on the verification of the most important security requirements, which
can be directly used in the model, together with their formal definitions.

In the UML extension UMLsec, [Jür05], recurring security requirements (such
as secrecy, integrity, authenticity and others) and security assumptions on the
system environment, can be specified within a UML specification as annota-
tions. This way we can encapsulate knowledge on prudent security engineer-
ing and make it available to developers who may not be security experts. The
UMLsec extension is given in form of a UML profile using the standard UML
extension mechanisms. Stereotypes are used together with tags to formulate
the security requirements and assumptions. Constraints give criteria that deter-
mine whether the requirements are met by the system design, by referring to
a precise semantics of the used fragment of UML. The security-relevant infor-
mation added using stereotypes includes security assumptions on the physical
level of the system, security requirements related to the secure handling and
communication of data, and security policies that system parts are supposed to
obey.

The information flow interface of UMLsec is depicted in Fig. 1 on the right
hand side. UMLsec supports the construction activity. The input of that activ-
ity is an improved requirements specification with security-relevant parts being
identified and marked. The ultimate outcome is supposed to be a secure sys-



tem. For the purpose of this proposal, the boundary is more precisely specified
as a set of security-enhanced UMLsec models.

UMLsec by itself does not address the issue of eliciting security require-
ments and marking statements as potentially security-relevant. This input must
be provided by other sources or techniques.

Heuristic Elicitation as a By-Product. Previouse work investigates the elici-
tation, analysis [KL08,KLM09,BSK10], and flow of requirements and rationale
[SSK08,SKS09,Sch06,SKSZ11] in software organizations [LS97,BDLS06],
[HIK+10,Sch07].

Elicitation is particularly difficult: A lot of the assumptions, knowledge and
experience associated with a requirement or a rationale are tacit [Pol66]. Peo-
ple are unaware of their existence and importance, and they cannot express or
document them. Therefore, techniques or tools must trigger reflection-in-action
in order to create (desired) breakdowns [Sch83]. When knowledge workers are
interrupted, they gain the opportunity to become aware of tacit knowledge they
were just about to apply unconsciously. However, there is a tension between
overlooking tacit knowledge and interrupting too much. In addition, holders of
relevant informations may not be willing or able to spend extra effort on docu-
menting it for the benefit of others. As Grudin pointed out for CSCW systems,
benefit and effort must be balanced for all participants [Gru87]. Therefore, tech-
niques have been conceived for capturing as much relevant information as pos-
sible as a by-product.

As early as 1996, Schneider presented a first example of such a specific tool
taking the above-mentioned tension into account: FOCUS served to capture ra-
tionale from a demo and subsequent code explanations was presented [Sch96].
Demos and explanations were recorded and connected with a trace of executed
methods in Smalltalk code. That trace was then used to guide explanations. Af-
ter several demos, a network of traces, explanations, and audio records of what
had been said enriched the raw code with a network of knowledge and ratio-
nale. The concept of FOCUS was reimplemented in Java and the Eclipse IDE.
The respective approach of capturing valuable information as a by-product of
other activities was generalized into the “By-Product Approach” [Sch09a]. The
approach provides guidelines for constructing tools and techniques that would
collect rationale as a by-product of an activity which is carried out anyway (like
a demo in FOCUS). This approach was applied, e.g., by combining use case
writing with manual mockups [Sch07]. However, each source of information or
knowledge and each specific situation calls for a new idea to instantiate and
optimize the by-product approach.

An important by-product of writing a specification can be a first heuris-
tic check of its plausibility and formal consistency. Mistakes and misunder-
standings during elicitation can lead to severe consequences in later phases
of a project. Therefore, heuristics for assessing and evaluating early manifes-
tations of requirements are monitored for identifying symptoms of problems
[Sch08b]. In a specification, for example, incomplete grammar, excessively long



sentences, or complex structure of requirements may lead to misunderstand-
ings. At deeper levels of analysis, poor use of domain terminology or even pat-
terns of semantic flaws can be identified. Due to the heuristic nature of this
analysis, errors cannot be fully avoided. In turn, the approach provides very
early feedback. In most contexts, findings should be discussed by stakeholders
or experts. Their attention can be focused to a subset of a lengthy requirements
document that is just being written.

As Fig. 1 (left hand side) illustrates, the input for heuristic analysis can even
be informal, like a meeting of stakeholders, several emails, or a phone call. This
is denoted by the face symbol representing fluid information. Fluid information
will be defined below; in short, un-documented information is fluid, although
there are fine theoretical considerations [SS12]. Tools like HeRA (Heuristic Re-
quirements Assistant) [KLM09] were developed to apply heuristic rules to a
given requirement. HeRA contains requirements editors so that a statement or
requirement can be analyzed when it is first documented, e.g. during a stake-
holder meeting. HeRA has been applied and evaluated in both industrial and
educational software projects [Kna10]. We were able to show that these con-
cepts lead to better [KF07] and more complete [KL08] requirements documen-
tation, while supporting organizational learning [KSS09].

Information Flow Modeling in FLOW. In previous work, we model, analyze,
and improve information flows in software projects. The core concepts of the ap-
proach are: So-called fluid information is modeled along with solid information.
Solid is characterized as information that is long term accessible, repeatable,
and comprehensible by third parties. Any non-solid information is called fluid.
Experience is considered a specific type of information that deserves specific
attention. Modeling must be easy and encourage discussions. For details and
discussions see [SSK08,SS12].

A notation for visualizing information flows was designed to meet the follow-
ing criteria:

– The notation should be easy to use on whiteboards, in general drawing
tools like PowerPoint, and in custom-built editors. In particular, the notation
should contain only few symbols and details. It must not distract from the
information flow focus.

– The notation must explicitly visualize and distinguish solid and fluid informa-
tion and flows.

– Experience occurs as a specific type of information. Experience often acts
as catalyst on other information flows. Despite its prominent role, experi-
ence is rarely considered explicitly. In FLOW, however, experience is taken
very seriously. Ordinary project information and experience must be distin-
guishable at first glance.

The resulting syntax is summarized in Table 1. This notation has been used
to model information flow in various figures of this proposal, such as Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2. It was also used continuously in our joint research since 2008.



– A document symbol represents solid information. A human face is the sym-
bol for a store of fluid information, since people have a lot of information in
their minds. Multiple document or face symbols refer to one or more stores
(groups) of the same document type.

– Flows are represented by arrows. All flows originating from a solid store
are solid. All flows originating from a fluid store are fluid. Flows originating
from an activity can be either solid or fluid: A model builder can express an
intention or assumption by using fluid or solid style.

– Labels refer to individuals or roles, depending on the purpose of a model.
Labels on arrows can be used to highlight specific types of information flow-
ing.

– Experience is depicted in gray. Requirements and other information is de-
picted in black.

– The activity symbol (rectangle) is used as follows: Incoming and outgoing
flows are connected to the rectangle on the left or right sides. Controlling
flows are connected at the top and tools at the bottom of the rectangle. This
symbol serves for hierarchical decomposition of FLOW models. They can
hide details in a black box, which supports scaling of models.

Table 1. FLOW notation symbols according to Schneider et al. [SSK08].

State Information Information Experience Activity
Store Flow Flow

<Name of Activity> 

<Control, support, 
by-product> 

<In- / out-going 
information> 

solid
<Document name> 

<Information typ> 
(optional) 

<Experience> 
(optional) 

fluid
<Person> 

<Information typ> 
(optional) 

<Experience> 
(optional) 

Research on Security Requirements Elicitation and Engineering. The Eu-
ropean Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is a major standardiza-
tion organization within the telecommunications domain. It was responsible for
the standardization of GSM, UMTS and LTE (2G, 3G and 4G). ETSI is member-
driven; members include ISP, smart card providers, network providers, and oth-
ers and spans across Europe, Asia and the US. One of the problems at ETSI
is the shortage of security experts. Since many projects are initially not consid-
ered security-relevant, little attention is paid to those projects. After a while, a
newly designed system can be linked or integrated with additional features that
require security engineering.



The authors wanted to mitigate the shortage of security expertise by system-
atically reusing experience. The approach was initiated by sketching and refin-
ing the intended flow of requirements and security experience using FLOW. The
focus was to identify potentially security-relevant requirements and statements
early in the process. This would allow to assign security experts efficiently.

The initial approach was called SecReq and presented in [HIK+10]. SecReq
combines three distinctive techniques to support security requirements elici-
tation: (1) Common Criteria [Org07] and its underlying security requirements
elicitation and refinement process, (2) the HeRA tool [KLM09] with its security-
related heuristic rules, and (3) the UMLsec tool set [Jür05] for security analysis
and design. In [KHS+11] we focused on HeRA’s ability to automatically detect
security-relevant requirements based on Bayesian classifiers.

The vision of SecReq was to assist all steps in security requirements elicita-
tion, as well as providing mechanisms to trace security requirements from high-
level security statements (security objectives) to rather secure design [HIK+10].
The approach aims at bridging the gap between security best practices and the
lack of security experience among developers and designers.

Heuristic critiques can be used to identify security relevant requirements,
e.g. based on Bayesian classifiers [KHS+11]. Once identified, a wizard guides
analysts through a refinement process. The wizard helps to document require-
ments according to Common Criteria. In addition, it guarantees that security
requirements are specified in sufficient quality to create a secure design with
the UMLsec tool set.
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Fig. 2. Complete model of information flows in SecReq.

It is important to note that the narrow focus of SecReq allowed us to con-
struct and optimize appropriate heuristic elicitation techniques designed for
reusing experience. E.g., Bayesian classifiers were trained with final specifi-
cations of previous projects, where security-related issues had been identified



at last. The Bayesian classifiers represent solid expertise in identifying security-
related requirements [KHS+11]. The FLOW model in Fig. 2 shows the sophis-
ticated information and experience flows at this stage. There are two inter-
twined, but different challenges: (1) Designing the information flow overview in
FLOW and (2) conceiving the techniques and tools to support it, as discussed
in [SKH+12]. In SecReq, we were able to demonstrate the feasibility of this
general approach when applied to one specific aspect of security engineering.

3 Open Challenges

Extending the scope and goal to other types of information, sources of incoming
knowledge and tacit security knowledge poses substantial new challenges: How
can the knowledge of attackers be elicited and considered against their will?
Can the SecReq mechanisms be adopted and extended to scan new legislation
and regulations for security-related issues – or how can human intermediaries
provide their insights efficiently? How much of a large, existing information sys-
tem must be scanned and reconsidered for security impact, given a certain type
of identified change? And are there any generic principles for building heuris-
tic tools beyond the first set of recommendations provided in [Sch06]? So far,
each particular idea of eliciting or validating slightly different aspects calls for
substantially new and innovative tools and techniques.

Based on the state of the art and our previous work, we identify the following
open challenges which remain to be solved:

– Challenge 1: Systematic and experience-based elicitation and manage-
ment of multiple, heterogeneous knowledge sources throughout the lifecy-
cle of a long living system.

– Challenge 2: Systematic analysis and optimization of how new knowledge
affects security of long-living software systems.

– Challenge 3: Maintaining a consistent database of security requirements
and security-relevant environment knowledge during evolution of a long-
living information system.
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– Our focus on security and security requirements is a link to Martin’s famous
work of non-functional requirements.

– His current interest in informal notations and sketches is another interest
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